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About This Game

SK8 is a hardcore 2D platformer with a mercilessly challenging difficulty which encourages a careful approach.

Die and die and die again as you attempt to progress through the game’s 100 levels!
Come to grips with its funny physics and feel the sense of accomplishment after making an impossible trick!

Old-school arcade-style thrill: easy to learn, hard to master!

Key Features

- Physics-based gameplay: roll, hop and jump from ledge to ledge while avoiding falling or stumbling.

- Customizable and destructible characters. Create your own skater and get them to the end in one piece!

- No Game Over: dying will put you one level back. Collect coins to stop going backward!

- Minimalistic and catchy visual style and 8-bit beats.

- Increasingly challenging gameplay: the more you progress, the more you'll wanna give another try!
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Picked this game up. It isn't perfect but it's goddamn good and the combination of hilarity, great presentation (the announcer is
hilarious), and asymmetric play with the couch users is goddamn great.

The best part about it though? The HMD is a hot seat. Every player gets one chance in the HMD, and it makes sure everyone
gets a brief, hilarious, and engaging time. If you have friends, and you're looking for a good time, grab this game up quick. So
far the biggest surprise that has come out of my Vive for me.

Here's a clip of the hilarity we all experienced: https:\/\/youtu.be\/CpboeL7EVlU
. So far the packs released for season pass buyers have been abysmal. If the penultimate pack is also bad (75% of the season
pass is garbage) then I'm going to ask for a refund. It's all just remakes of rpg maker 2000 resources, I could have converted my
rm2k music for free... with free programs, and I thought it would be origional content...

Do not buy into this scam. The resources in the pack have such little content to them that they shouldn't be charging at all.

EDIT: The 3rd dlc was released & was of the calibur I was expecting all 4 to be. I can't recommend buying this yet, unless there
is a sale and you reaally want a train :P ... I'd wait to see the 4th one..
That said, even if you don't plan on using the train, there is a full 'tile c' interior set that you can use for any game using default
RMMV resources. (You may have to edit the tiles a bit there are some issues like Characters standing on benches -.-). Confused.
Purchased this and now it says I need to log in to use it. That being said, I can't log in because the login times out after 0
milliseconds (the games words, not mine). What can I do?. A full free well detailed expansion introducing the western front,
complete with new armies, weapons and maps.. Good game! Part of the fun is learning the best strategies for winning with each
clan. I also enjoy that the world is different every time you play as well - it keeps things from getting repetitive. Also, I think the
story mode was really well done!. Support stratagus devs and game development
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Nothing to be said...
Amazing gameplay and historically accurate with epic battles and fights ever music!! ((Especially when you run out of ammo
right when u are about to get killed or have a clear shot loll)) 10/10 HIGHLY recommended!!
Servers are still active and playable with workshop content!
worth the time and money and everything...I strongly recommend the game if you are a fan of WW2 gaming and want to scream
towards your enemy while using sword or any weapons or blast them with a tank or hide behind a wall or sandbag and fire
without having to show ur self, though u can’t see either… Only luck and skill!
Run to enemy tanks and blow it up! BE the driver-gunner or commander and let Ur brain blow of the level of details!!
Although I would REALLY REALLY love to see a tiger tank
But still the gameplay is amazing and I will never grow tired of this master peace of FPS ((first person shooter)) game
PS: I really love to see more updates and improvements AND new stuff to be added to this game. A very fun strategy game.
While this game isn't too in-depth I feel this is a positive point. We focus on conquering the world and not spending an hour on
every battle. It is like playing a Total War game auto-resolving every battle and not having to build anything. As for those people
that say you can't do anything but one turn a year, I say move your darn armies fools. My armies move every turn four times a
year. At the start of every year I am buying more armies. Once the game gets going a bit I have two or three armies going
conquering the world. Navies are purchasable too and will attack with your troops in certain instances as well as fighting other
navies. I usually use them for dropping off troops on other continents and when not doing that bolstering the defenses of my
homeland. Recruiting is done at two provinces of your starting areas so defending these are crucial. I enjoyed this game for what
it is and it is fun and not impossible to get all the achievements in a reasonable time. If you are still not sure if you will like it
buy it on sale and try it out.. YEAAAA ZOMBIES!!!
But seriously, it's fun for 5-10 minutes.. What you play in the first 30 minutes is what you'll play in the first 2 hours, is what
you'll play in the first 4 hours, is what you'll play... see where I'm going with this?

VERY repetitive to the point of monotony.. Now, this. THIS was some good s h i e t.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the cossack
alliance system.. Very cute!
+ lots of awesome food.
+ the true ending is just SO SWEET and fulfilling! <3 !!!! made my heart skip a beat
+ includes fun stuff like extras, authors notes, music, art gallery, etc.
+ artwork is pretty
+ lots of choices, some fun and silly, some serious and important to the ending.
+ music is aight
+ writing is pretty good for a silly anime themed vn. characterization seemed archetypical and simple at first, but the dialogue
goes deeper later, and elaborated more on each character.
+ its SUUUUPER funny and unique! literally my jaw dropped and i actually laughed out loud at multiple point throughout the
game. its hilarious.

- a bit gross sometimes. what i mean by that is crazy outfits and wierd suggestions sometimes. stil worth playing tho.. Amazing
lil game with a great soundtrack. So satisfying to roll up everything in the world. Would not pay more than 10-15 for this though
as it is very short.
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